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Crossing Swords while Crossing Boundaries: Teaching Translation
through Intermedial Translation Slams
Katerina GOULETI *and Vasiliki MISIOU **
This paper discusses a cross-curricular translation project conducted within the
framework of the literary translation and interlingual audiovisual translation
(undergraduate) courses taught at the School of English, Aristotle University of
Thessaloniki. The project was part of an optional module on literary translation
and subtitling where students had to translate and subtitle into Greek some
extracts of Margaret Atwood’s The Handmaid’s Tale and the relevant
screenplay. The present paper thus explores the outcome of an online
intermedial translation slam, a ‘duel,’ between student-translators and studentsubtitlers, who were asked to look at translation through another lens. Slamming
is, thereby, viewed as a tool that can enhance the skills of literary translation and
subtitling students, inviting them to participate in a thought-provoking process
sharing and apposing insights, comparing and juxtaposing ideas, while being
involved in an exchange of meaning and understanding. How does the
interrelationship between different modes and media affect the choices literary
translators and subtitlers make? What happens when a novel migrates into
another language twice within the discursive spaces of intermedial dialogue?
What are the benefits of engaging students in collaborative work and exposing
them to simulated/real-life tasks? These are some of the questions that the paper
will address and attempt to answer. The overarching goal is to examine the
potential and advantages of integrating translation slams in a project-based
approach to teaching and training literary translators and subtitlers within an
academic framework.
Keywords: translation slam; literary translation; audiovisual translation;
translator/subtitler training; project-based approach
1. Introduction
Teaching translation and training the translator have engaged considerable attention
over the last decades, and a great number of studies have enhanced our understanding of key
notions regarding the translation process, the role of the translator, and the need for actual
translator training practice. From approaches and methods that focus purely on the process
and/or product of translation to the rise of models which place emphasis on translators
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themselves and how they approach their work, much has changed over the years largely
affecting the framework within which translators work. With the ever-growing field of literary
and audiovisual translation and their increasingly changing nature, the “move toward
professionalizing” translation teaching (Peter 2020, 12) is becoming all the more prominent.
As Josep Marco rightly notes, translation pedagogy has turned its focus on “the student as
learning subject rather than teaching object, highlight[ing] the importance of collaborative work
. . . and generally attempt[ing] to replicate real-world conditions in the classroom by means of
(near-)authentic translation projects” (2016, 31). Having questioned and rejected long ago the
static nature of knowledge within teacher-centered classrooms and being aware of the
deficiencies of the “who’ll take the next sentence” (WTNS) approach (Kiraly 2005, 1110), the
syllabus design of our courses is to a great extent informed by the emerging pattern outlined
above by Marco. This approach that draws from the Humanistic Language Teaching, the
Communicative Approach, Cooperative Learning, and Social Constructivism 1 (González
Davies 2004, 12–15) has formed the basis for our own pedagogical approach to teaching literary
translation and audiovisual translation, respectively—an approach that also falls within the
principles of inductive teaching and learning, whereby learner-centered methods are applied
via discussions, autonomous inquiries, collaborations, and enactment with real-life conditions
(Prince and Felder 2006, 123).
Wishing, on the one hand, to make teaching more effective, and on the other, help
students become more resourceful and develop not only the skills expected of a professional
literary translator and subtitler but also their self-image as translators and subtitlers, we apply
the project-based approach. By assuming the role of facilitators of knowledge, we support
students and try to empower them, seeing them as “autonomous thinking individuals whose

Under the Humanistic Language Teaching, students are viewed as subjects who can contribute to their own
learning and competence and who do not passively receive knowledge from their teachers. Aligned with this view,
group learning is preferred over independent learning (Arnold 1999; Brown 1971; González Davies 2002;
Moskowitz 1978). The Communicative Approach brought to the fore the importance of meaning and pragmatics
in students’ attempt to communicate adequately in given situations (Brumfit and Johnson 1979; Candlin 1981;
Hanvey 1992; Nunan 1993; Richards and Rodgers 2001). The Cooperative Learning approach places emphasis on
creating an atmosphere where all students are actively involved in and are responsible for the final product. It is
about building a positive teamwork environment in which students can develop their communicative and social
skills and are able to improve their performance (Bassano and Christison 1994; Bennett, Rolheiser-Bennett, and
Stevahn 1991; Holt 1993; Slavin 1990). Social Constructivism views students as the agents of the learning process
with knowledge being constructed instead of transmitted. Teachers are guides, facilitators, a source of help and
advice, guaranteeing group cohesion and collaboration (Benson and Voller 1997; Kiraly 2000; Williams 1999).
All these approaches spotlight learner autonomy.
1
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capacity for meaning-making is no less valuable than that of the instructor” (Varney 2009, 29).
However, while trying to respond to the needs and requirements of translation trainees fueled
by rapidly evolving technological advances, one should remember that creativity and
interpersonal skills are also important and need to be nurtured. Inspired by the question of
whether we “can train creativity” (Kussmaul 1995, 22) and driven by the need to enrich the
modules of TIS311 Literary Translation and TIS323 Interlingual Audiovisual Translation with
student-engaging activities, we designed a student-led translation project that culminated in a
live slam event.
The group of literary translation students were asked to translate excerpts of Margaret
Atwood’s The Handmaids Tale (1985); accordingly, the group of audiovisual translation
students had to subtitle the equivalent extracts of Hulu’s television adaptation (2017–) of the
novel. At this point it needs to be noted that Atwood’s novel was selected by applying a series
of general criteria (Hurtado Albir 1995, 60; Nord 1991, 152–155), in line with the objectives
of the project, but most importantly inspired by Paul Kussmaul’s motivation factor; that is, we
wanted students to “like the text . . . or at least . . . like translating it” (1995, 51). It was vital
that students be positively inclined towards their task. And it was a fortuitous coincidence that
most of the students had either read the book or watched the film and all of them had heard of
the story (largely thanks to Hulu). After the completion of their tasks, an online event was held
where both groups had the chance to present and juxtapose their translated versions. The slam
event was open to the public, welcoming questions and comments on the choices made, thus
triggering fruitful discussions, feedback, and knowledge exchange. Students were offered the
opportunity to witness the process of transformation and adaptation that takes place not only
across languages and cultures but also across media. This way they were enabled to explore in
practice how linguistic, cultural, semiotic, and medial topographies are intertwined and
interwoven with one another.
From page to screen to page, a novel in motion allows students to comprehend that
translation is never actually unidirectional, but rather several modes and various media interplay
and contribute to the final outcome. Students realize that the very process of translation entails
several crossings of boundaries between the verbal and (audio)visual realms and is shaped by
an intricate and complex web of interrelationships. Based on the project carried out, this paper
examines whether intermedial translation and slamming can be integrated and employed as
pedagogical tools in the field of literary translator and subtitler training. It is firmly believed
3
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that intermedial and intermodal practices can make training more interactive, engaging students
mentally and physically and leading them to a transformative and insightful learning experience
that is further enhanced by collaborative endeavor.
2. ‘Intermediality’ and ‘Intersemiosis’ at the Service of Translator Training
The theoretical framework within which students were invited to explore the
multifaceted role of the literary translator and subtitler and the interrelationships among the
modes and media of meaning-making was informed by Roman Jakobson and his definition of
“intersemiotic translation 2 or transmutation” as “an interpretation of verbal signs by means of
signs of nonverbal sign systems” (1959, 233). Drawing on Jakobson and centering focus on
semiotic codes and their connections to each other, the transformative shifts witnessed when a
written text turns into an audiovisual text are emphasized and so is the versatility required by
literary translators and subtitlers alike. A novel that is translated into another linguistic and
cultural system and is also adapted for a TV series is entangled in creative transmutation which
involves rewording and reconstruction in different sign systems. Both the novel and the literary
translator and subtitler are part of an interpretive universe characterized by negotiation,
reworking, reinterpretation, adaptation(s), and sometimes also conflict.
By the time students were ready to embark on the project, they had also been introduced
to the concepts of text, mode, and medium. Gunther Kress defines text as “any instance of
communication in any mode or in any combination of modes, whether recorded or not” (2003,
48). Written and spoken language, visual images, sound, music, gesture, etc. are seen as
communicative ‘modes’ of meaning (van Leeuwen 2005, 181). The term ‘mode’ is used by
Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen to refer to the “semiotic resources 3 which allow the
simultaneous realization of discourses and types of (inter)action” (2001, 21). Within this
framework, students employed the term ‘text’ to refer to “message entities” as realized through
writing, image, and speech (Kress 2003, 37), while bearing in mind that multimodality impacts
translation practices (Kaindl 2012; Dicerto 2018; O’ Sullivan and Jeffcote 2013). Students had

Given that both student groups were assigned translation tasks from English into Greek and vice versa on a
weekly basis, they had been introduced to Jakobson’s triad and particularly his definition of “interlingual
translation or translation proper” as “an interpretation of verbal signs by means of some other language” (1959,
233).
3
Van Leeuwen defines ‘resources’ as “the actions and artefacts we use to communicate, whether they are produced
physiologically . . . or by means of technologies” (2005, 3).
2
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also attended lectures on modes and media of communication, such as language itself, the book,
and the screen and how they influence the process and product of literary translation and
subtitling. Having familiarized themselves with literary conventions and having started to
develop the necessary (audio)visual literacy skills that would allow them to navigate the text
under discussion, they knew that when the “medium of book and mode of writing . . . give way
to the medium of screen and mode of image” (Kress 2003, 9), a number of changes are spawned
that influence the choices made. They were well-aware of the fact that they would engage with
different modes and media which would allow for greater interactivity. Quite importantly also,
students realized that translators need to be(come) multimodally literate and be able to sustain
such literacy (Misiou 2020, 261).
Novel writing and screenwriting create narrative by employing different methods that
are related to differences in mode (written language, spoken language, image, sound) and
medium. Thus, literary translators and subtitlers have to apply different skills to recreate
narrative. Both prose fiction and literary adaptation and accordingly literary translation and
audiovisual translation have their own idiosyncrasies, potentialities, limits, and constraints. For
the purposes of the slam project, the term “intermedial translation” has been used, drawing both
on Mieke Bal and Joanne Morra who define it as “translating across media” (2007, 7) and on
Klaus Kaindl who builds on it underscoring that it is a type of translation “across media barriers,
which can also be realized intraculturally and transculturally” (2012, 262). For Bal and Morra,
to ‘translate across’ is identified with work “within discourses and practices of intertextuality,
intersemiotics and interdisciplinarity, which can lead to movements across genres, media,
bodies of knowledge and subjects” (2007, 7). Taking the above into consideration, it was
imperative that both literary translation students and audiovisual translation students understand
that this project, full of diverse possibilities and stimuli, would lead them to different reading
and interpretative paths. The conflation of modes and the dynamics of media (from print to
visual and multimedia) invited students to explore how intermediality and multimodality affect
the process of translation and to focus not only on verbal signs but also on the challenges that
arise from nonverbal meaning-making.
Students attending the two translation courses were aware that “what is expressed in
language through the choice between different word classes and clause structures, may, in
visual communication, be expressed through the choice between . . . different compositional
structures” (Kress and van Leeuwen [1996] 2006, 2). This influenced their very understanding
5
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of the process of translation itself. Within a context of intermedial and multimodal possibilities,
translation can be seen as the “centrifugal [sic] practice of text,” in the words of Clive Scott,
who believes that “the text is constantly in search of itself; . . . that it has yet to fulfill itself, in
paralinguistic realizations, in synesthetizations; that it does not own its literariness, but that this
literariness is unstable, continually reinventable, always at the text’s widening periphery.” That
is, through (the) process(es) of translation, the text can be transformed into “multiple versions
of itself, not just interpretations of its meaning, but performances of the experience of reading
it; and as the ST proliferates performatively, so it becomes increasingly synesthetic” (Scott
2010, 155). Hence, the emergence of two different translation products was hardly surprising
due, on the one hand, to the diverse strategies employed, and on the other, to the function(s) of
intermedial features. The practices adopted by both groups in light of the conventions of literary
translation and audiovisual translation led to certain (re)interpretations and transformations.
3. Slam: Performing the Practice of Translating
Slam is, dictionary-wise, defined as an act of violent closure, a forceful collision, or a
severe blow. In our case, translation slams are not perceived as a practice of rivalry but as a
practice that entails a bloodless duel with an armory of words and phrases. The goal of such
slams is not a hateful battle over an ideally correct version of a source text (ST) that stems from
the strategy(-ies) translators employ to support their work. Quite the opposite, participants come
head-to-head to defend their translation choices and illustrate the plurality of different
understandings and renderings of the same original piece in a healthily contestatory vein.
3.1 From Poetry Slams to Translation Slams
One can find the idea of a translation slam rooted in the poetry slam 4 movement. Since
its early days, and with the foundation later of the International Poetry Slam movement in 1987
(Baig 2014), slam poetry has been a particularly popular practice providing the space for
performers to connect with their audience in a deeper, more authentic way and, also, articulate
thoughts and emotions concisely using two of the most powerful communication tools, that is,
voice and words. Poetry slams managed to engage wider, general audiences, and they were an

The first poetry slam competition was held in Chicago, in 1983. Construction worker and poet Marc Smith started
a poetry reading at a Chicago jazz club, the Get Me High Lounge, wishing to refresh poetry (readings).

4
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instant success. The very concept of slam—bringing poets(-performers) together, having a host
‘arbitrate’ the battle, inviting the audience to participate in a live context (and, why not,
contribute to the work)—and its actual implementation allow for a new kind of reading and
engagement with texts, challenging all parties involved and guiding them to go beyond their
preconceptions while (re)considering, among other things, their perspectives on what texts are
and do. Translation slams resemble poetry slams and “open mike readings” given they all reach
a wider, diverse audience, they take place in a space that allows for public assembly and
discourse, and they foster a sense of intimacy, respect, and close listening (Damon 1998).
The translation slam traces its roots back to an event that took place in 1999 at the first
Blue Metropolis Montreal International Literary Festival in Canada (Olohan 2020, 81). Similar
venues such as International Book Fairs and World Book Day live events have hosted several
translation slams in Greece over the last decade. Most of them are organized by professional
associations such as PEEMPIP 5 or independent institutions with emphasis placed mostly on
literary texts, 6 i.e., Translation Slam on Spanish Literature (2015), Translation Slam on Italian
Literature (2018), Queer Translation Slam (2018), Detective Fiction Translation Slam (2019). 7
Two translators translate the same short ST into the same target language and submit it before
the event. On the day of the slam, they present and discuss their versions with the help of a
moderator before an audience. They offer insight into the choices made, and they come to
recognize, in hindsight, other plausible alternative options. Commenting on translators
participating in slams, Tim Parks underlines that far from being “just subjective” (2017),
emerging differences, sometimes quite broad, reflect the different, individual experiences
translators bring to the text. Translation slams thus can be quite informative, revealing, and
engaging not only for the audience but also for translators themselves who are involved in
exploring and reflecting upon different practices of translating.
3.2 Bringing the Practice of Translation Slams to the Classroom
The rationale behind the implementation of a translation project drawing on translation
and poetry slams was based upon the learning gains for university students, in line with the
Panhellenic Association of Professional Translators Graduates of the Ionian University, Greece.
The focus of most translation slams held so far has been on literary texts (Olohan 2020, 81).
7
A subtitling slam took place for the first time in Greece in 2017, at the Translation Festival, a sidebar event within
the International Book Fair of Thessaloniki. That year, The Language Project, a non-profit organization that offers
help to vulnerable social groups, organized the first interpreting slam.
5
6
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focus being centered on enhancing the practical aspect of the two courses. Whereas students
are provided with feedback only by other students and their teacher during a usual presentation
in the classroom, in a slam event they are asked questions and receive comments on the choices
and decisions they self-consciously make by a wider audience. This further enhances their
understanding of the process of translation and their role as translators, while it prompts them
also to consider key issues regarding audience reception.
As in the case of traditional translation slams, two versions were juxtaposed in front of
an audience with the project managers of the two groups moderating the event. The different
renderings of the STs were simultaneously presented, followed by a session of debate and
thought-provoking discussion. Undeniably, some deviations from the traditional modes of
holding a translation slam were deemed necessary. Firstly, the translated versions were not the
outcome of individual effort and aspiration but the result of team formations, well-structured
tasks, and distinct member roles. Secondly, the ST versions did not consist of the exact same
written text. Extracts from the novel were compared to the relevant sections of the screenplay
and the respective scenes from the TV adaptation. Lastly, as far as the project’s structure is
concerned, the translation stage was accompanied by two extra stages: pre-translation
research/discussion of both texts and post-translation analysis in the form of reflective reports
on the students’ overall experience. An added feature that differentiated this translation slam
from the ones held outside the academic environment is the fact that it was organized, produced,
and held entirely in a virtual environment.
As for the audience, it was not seen as a passive observer receiving the input delivered
during the event; rather, all attendees were prompted to participate actively and express their
opinions, comments, and thoughts. Tim Gutteridge asserts that “for a slam to really come to
life, you need an audience that is engaged – and is willing to really question the translators’
choices” (2018). We could not have asked for a more engaging audience. There were both
students and scholars from several Greek universities and colleges and, equally importantly,
professional literary translators and subtitlers who drew on personal experience, sharing
knowledge and expertise and engaging in a dynamic interaction with the slammers. Given the
event was promoted in social media, there were also attendees with no prior knowledge of either
literary translation or audiovisual translation. Hence, the audience was quite heterogeneous
from diverse backgrounds, offering a fascinating insight into the discussion taking place. A
briefing session was held at the beginning of the event to inform the audience about the
8
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procedure of the slam. The interaction was twofold. All attendees could post comments and
type their questions in the Q&A section (chat) of the platform throughout the event. The project
managers of the two groups (moderators) monitored the chat, making sure that slammers had
the time needed to explain their choices and reply to questions posed by the audience. Attendees
were also provided with the opportunity to directly address their/unanswered questions in the
Q&A session at the end of the event.
The creation of a stimulating, safe, and supportive environment along with the
popularity of the novel and its TV adaptation were also conducive to interactive participation
and audience engagement. Attendees occasionally overtly opted for one choice over another;
however, they did not intend to ‘correct’ the target texts (TTs). They challenged some of the
slammers’ choices, offering alternative options and raising questions regarding the semantic
and pragmatic aspects of meaning; and this, in turn, steered dialogue and led to an interesting
and fruitful negotiation not only among slammers themselves but also between slammers and
the audience. Slammers were thus allowed to reconsider (as we shall see below) some of the
decisions made and explore whether the alternatives suggested were adequate and acceptable
and whether they could improve the TT or not.
4. The Handmaid’s Tale in Motion: Translation Students in Action
One of the first things that translation students learn is the importance of conducting
research, not only before embarking on translating a text but also during the translation process.
In this vein, and before throwing themselves into the assigned translation tasks, both groups
deemed necessary to carry out in-depth research to better prepare and familiarize themselves
with the material at hand. To this end, both the literary translation and audiovisual translation
students set up their research teams each comprised of two members. The two teams explored
the main themes of The Handmaid’s Tale, defining characteristics of the dystopian genre, the
postmodern techniques adopted by Atwood, the use of language and its symbolism, as well as
the discursive forms employed. Additionally, they investigated the concept of historiographic
metafiction, they examined Atwood’s feminist positions and also (whether and) how feminist
tradition is reflected in the novel, and they traced biblical and religious allusions. At the same
time, emphasis was placed on how the important issues of gender, power, religion, culture,
class, and race were illuminated by the narrative. Equally important was their research on

9
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interviews given by Atwood herself, newspaper articles, journal and scholarly papers that
discuss and study her work, biographical references, and book reviews, anything considered
important for acquiring deeper knowledge and understanding of her fiction and writing style.
The social, cultural, and political context within which the novel was set and created was also
analyzed. Thanks to research, students were allowed to realize that extratextual ‘epitexts’ 8 help
the “reception for the text and a more pertinent reading to it” (Genette 1997, 2) and that all
pieces of information within or outside the text are equally important.
As discussed above, the two groups adopted mainly similar research approaches. What
was different, though, was the method of sharing the data collected. The literary translation
research team created a folder that included research data files, information on specific
resources, relevant links, and a report on primary and secondary sources. They then uploaded
this folder and shared a Google Drive link that allowed anyone with access to it not only to
view the content but also to edit it. This way, all members of the literary translation group
(translators and proofreaders alike) could add the material that emerged during the process of
translation and proofreading. Therefore, any edits within the folder were immediately seen by
all members, enhancing their collaboration. The audiovisual translation research team,
however, opted for another means of organizing and sharing data with the relevant parties. They
prepared a detailed PowerPoint presentation that addressed key information with regard to the
novel and the TV series. This file was intended to function as a multifaceted guide for the
subtitlers and proofreaders and particularly those who had not read or watched the series before.
Sharing this file in time added to the effectiveness of their collaboration and allowed the
members of the research team to see whether they had met the needs of their colleagues and
decide on next steps. Judging from the comments made by the latter, the PowerPoint
presentation provided them with all necessary data and information and assisted them in
subtitling the material under examination.

‘Epitexts’ (reviews, interviews, autocommentaries, author websites and essays, critical literary analyses, etc.)
constitute along with ‘peritexts’ the ‘paratext’; according to Gérard Genette, the ‘epitext’ is “any paratextual
element not materially appended to the text within the same volume but circulating, as it were, freely, in a virtually
limitless physical and social space” (1997, 344).
8
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4.1 Designating Roles and Assigning Translation Tasks
Given the high number of students enrolled in the two courses and knowing that they
could not participate all in the translation project, we addressed a call for expression of interest.
Forty-two students declared their wish to work on it, and this led initially to the formation of
two groups. As instructors and organizers of the event, we prepared the material to be translated
and subtitled, respectively, and we met with the members of the two groups to which we had
assigned the role of project managers. Both literary translation and audiovisual translation tasks
had to be carried out under specific time constraints (two weeks) which were co-decided. The
workflows of translation and proofreading were also set up during this meeting. A style guide
was distributed, along with files regarding the language conventions to be followed and the
spatiotemporal limitation for the spotting of subtitles.
The aim was to create a setting simulating professional conditions in which all groupmembers could work collaboratively, enabled to develop and integrate their skills. The two
groups were then further divided into teams of translators and proofreaders based on whether
they had read the novel, watched the series, or both. At this point, it needs to be stressed that
due to the COVID-19 pandemic quite many members of the literary translation group had to
withdraw. This resulted in reshuffling the rest of the participants with some students performing
the role of both the translator and the proofreader. Thankfully, the audiovisual translation group
saw no such loss and the two roles were entirely separable; that is, there was the subtitling team
and the proofreading team. The translators and proofreaders of the two groups addressed any
question they had and/or discussed problems that emerged with the project managers, who were
also in charge of submitting the final translation product before the event.
4.2 The Slam Event
Upon completion of the translation tasks, the project managers of the two groups coedited a presentation, pinpointing the key issues faced by their teams. They enriched the content
of the presentation with screenshots of their work, video extracts, and visually juxtaposed
renderings. This multimodal presentation was sent to the two instructors well in advance of the
slam day. The slam took place on December 21, 2020 and was streamed live via Zoom.

11
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4.2.1 General Remarks. Students were well-aware of the fact that the challenges posed by
literary translation and audiovisual translation demanded they be not only bilingual but also
bicultural (if not multicultural in today’s world). Some common difficulties that arise when
dealing with either of these two types of translation concern culturally specific expressions,
intertextual references, wordplay, idioms, proverbs, newly coined words, and humor.
The literary translation group firstly shared their basic concerns regarding the
idiosyncrasies of their translation mode. Literary texts feature distinctive lexical and stylistic
characteristics that are umbilically tied to the unique writing style of their authors. Issues related
to alliteration, consonance, and assonance, among other literary devices, which add to the
musicality of a literary text, took precedence. Literary translation students know they need not
only focus on the semantic aspect of meaning but also explore the context of utterances 9 and
the conditions in which they are used—that is, place emphasis on the pragmatic aspect of
meaning (House 2015, 21) as well. They thus attempted to render accurately the messages and
the aesthetic values of the original, while allowing, at the same time, readers to dive deep into
the intellectual and imaginative depths of the ST by recreating the situations, emotions, and
understandings set forth by the author. Atwood’s use of long sentences, asyndeton, diction, and
certain punctuation marks were also addressed by the members of the literary translation group
and discussed during the slam. Another issue raised was their decision to make limited use of
footnotes and only when information could not be integrated smoothly into the text.
Nonetheless, it needs to be underlined that this was an affordance that could not be used by the
audiovisual translation students.
The latter discussed the concerns raised by their translation mode focusing mostly on
the restrictions regarding the number of characters per line and per second. To address these
challenges, they had to find ways to manipulate in two dimensions: the degree of condensations
they had to apply to the original screenplay and the speed at which the subtitles needed to be
presented (Díaz Cintas and Remael 2007, 107). They further expanded on the constraints
imposed by the concurrent display of both the ST, accessible to the audience via the original
audio input, and the TT. This cohabitation of the two texts and the immediacy of their reception

In the words of Jenny Thomas, “meaning is not something which is inherent in the words alone, nor is produced
by the speaker alone, nor by the hearer alone. Making meaning is a dynamic process, involving the negotiation of
meaning between speaker and hearer, the context of utterance (physical, social and linguistic) and the meaning
potential of an utterance” (1995, 22).
9
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are unique to this translation mode and a focal point of the audiovisual translators’ remarks.
Apart from the aural encodings, visual representations are brought into the equation, composing
the multisemiotic nature of the audiovisual product as a different semiotic system. Student
subtitlers took this parameter into account, and their comments revolved a lot around the cases
where the provision of information via a visual channel hindered or facilitated their subtitling
choices. The omnipresence of the image was illustrated by two short video extracts of scenes
where no verbal content was conveyed in the TV series; however, the same scenes were built
up in passages consisting of several lines in the extracts from the book. To visually depict this
intermedial blending, they had the literary TT superimposed as scrolling text on the moving
image (fig. 1).
Figure 1. Literary translation texts superimposed on The Handmaid’s Tale video extracts

4.2.2 Instances of Orality. Having prioritized the need to offer a text that ‘sounded’ natural,
both literary translation and subtitling students had to decide on whether they would reproduce
authentic forms of discourse or not. Literary translation students considered it necessary to
maintain in the target literary text the features of orality embedded in the ST. They wished to
recreate the literary effect generated by the language Atwood used and the stylistic techniques
she employed. Hence, readers of the students’ TT encountered (i) ejaculations and
exclamations: “Λοιπόν, ίσως θα μπορούσες να μου λύσεις κάποια απορία” (Loipon, isos tha
borouses na mou lyseis kapoia aporia) “Well, maybe you could tell me something I’ve been
wondering about”; “Τι γλυκό όνομα! Ω, είναι τέλεια! Ω, είναι υπέροχη!” (Ti glyko onoma! O,
einai teleia! O, einai yperochi!) “What a sweet name! Oh, she’s perfect! Oh, she’s wonderful!,”
(ii) question tags and fillers: “Θέλεις μωρό, έτσι δεν είναι;” (Theleis moro, etsi den einai?) “You

13
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want a baby, don’t you?,” (iii) false starts, and repetitions: 10 “‘Και οι άλλες;’ ‘Οι άλλες;’ απορεί.
‘Ε λοιπόν, έχουμε μια καταπληκτική συλλογή’” (“Kai oi alles?” “Oi alles?” aporei. “E loipon,
echoume mia katapliktiki syllogi”) “And the others?” “The others?” he says. “Well, we have
quite a collection.” Such choices allowed the characters’ voices to be heard highly influencing
reading experience.
When it comes to subtitling, though, film dialogue, originally meant to be spoken, must
be transferred into writing in the form of subtitles. The transition from one mode to another
usually leads to instances of spoken discourse ending up simplified and/or cleaned-up and, in
certain cases, partially or fully omitted. Viewers of the interlingually subtitled extracts see
instances of orality, such as spontaneous speech or rhetorical discourse, disappear during this
transition due to the limitation regarding the number of characters per line and the existence of
pictorial elements that compensate for the loss of oral markers. There was a sentence, though,
that truly was the source of heated debate. In one of Offred’s regular visits to the gynecologist,
the latter offers to impregnate her and says: “It’d only take a minute, honey” (in the screenplay:
“It’ll only take a few minutes, honey”). The subtitling group decided to omit the word
‘honey’—“Θα πάρει μόνο λίγα λεπτά” (Tha parei mono liga lepta)—for the reasons mentioned
above. However, the audience expressed its discontent for this omission, due to the power
relations and ingrained roles within the Gileadean society, and encouraged the members of the
group to reconsider their stance. Having been exposed to many different views, the latter
carefully reviewed their decision and stated that they should have translated the word.
The literary translation group could not have opted for omission given, among other
things, that ‘honey’ is repeated in the two sentences that follow immediately after this one.
They thus translated it as γλυκιά μου (glykia mou) ‘sweetie’—“Ένα λεπτάκι μόνο θα πάρει,
γλυκιά μου” (Ena leptaki mono tha parei, glykia mou)—a choice that led to several questions
from the audience, which, along with the subtitling students, questioned its adequacy. Whereas
they endorsed the choice of λεπτάκι (leptaki) as a diminutive of ‘minute’ and they seemed to
agree with the slammers’ wish to show the doctor was patronizing Offred, they strongly
disagreed with the choice of γλυκιά μου. Some attendees claimed that Atwood deliberately uses
sexist language here and suggested they use κούκλα μου (koukla mou) instead, which is a term

According to Carolina P. Amador Moreno and Ana Nunes (2009), readers recognize these oral features, among
others, as authentic traits of talk. See also in Amador Moreno and McCafferty (2011, 3–4).

10
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of endearment in Greek—literally it means ‘my doll,’ (affectionate) ‘sweetheart’—but it also
has negative connotations, and it can be loaded with irony. It was then that slammers
emphasized their choice was made on this ground; however, having acknowledged that the
audience was not enabled to interpret it this way, they offered another alternative, γλύκα (glyka)
‘darling,’ which was accepted by all as appropriate to the context.
4.2.3 Lexical Choices. By and large, the two groups faced similar challenges with regard to the
rendering of certain lexical items and phrases, namely the translation of a) the Handmaids’
names (Offred, Ofglen, etc.), b) fictitious portmanteau words, such as the word ‘particicution’
(a portmanteau of the words ‘participation’ and ‘execution’) which refers to a type of execution
or ‘salvaging’ executed by a group of Handmaids, c) Latin phrases such as the phrase Nolite te
bastardes carborundorum which Atwood herself translated at some point in the novel as “Don’t
let the bastards grind you down” and which is very important to the development of the plot, d)
expressions and proverbs that allude to biblical quotes, such as the expressions “No rest for the
weary” and “Chickens always come home to roost,” e) culturally loaded toponyms, such as the
‘Hudson.’ Being familiar with the text typology introduced by Katharina Reiss ([1977] 1989,
108–109), who drew on Karl Bühler’s concept of “language functions” 11 (1934), and having
identified that the ST belongs to the ‘expressive’ type, 12 both literary translation and subtitling
students focused on the aesthetic dimension of the ST as well. They paid attention to stylistic
variation (placing emphasis on sound, rhythm, punctuation), and they tried to communicate and
evoke the feelings and thoughts of the characters through appropriate word choice and use of
imagery and descriptive language, thus recreating the tone and mood of the original.
Among the choices that generated an engaging discussion between the slammers and
the audience was the translation of the Handmaids’ names. Atwood created their names by the
addition of the prefix ‘Of-’ to the first name of the man who owns them; therefore, Offred is
Of-Fred, the reproductive handmaid of Fred. The Handmaids’ names symbolize their lack of
status, and, perhaps more importantly, their lack of individuality and identity, their facelessness.
Both groups decided to follow the formation of the equivalent ST names; that is, they rendered

Bühler (1934) identified three communicative functions: the informative, the expressive, and the appellative
function.
12
In an expressive text, a translation “transmits a direct impression of the artistic form of the conceptual content.”
According to Reiss, authors consciously decide on the “means of verbalization” and they structure the text “doubly:
first on the syntactic-semantic level, and second on the level of artistic organization” (Reiss [1977] 1989, 109).
11
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‘Offred’ as Τουφρέντ (Toufred; του [tou] is a masculine possessive pronoun), ‘Ofglen’ as
Τουγκλέν (Touglen), etc. which clearly signify whose property these women are. When the
audience asked whether this was the only option available, slammers from both groups
commented on two possible renderings—as they stressed, they could either transliterate them
as a single word, which was what they did, or render them as two-word names (hyphenated
[Του-Φρεντ] or not [Του Φρεντ]). In their words, if they opted for the second choice, they would
capitalize the first letter of the man’s name to emphasize that the Handmaids were a mere
possession, which was clearly reflected in language use. They decided on the first option
because they wanted to achieve the effect of a real name and stress that these were now the only
names women could use.
An interesting debate was also sparked about the two groups’ translation of the Latin
phrase Nolite te bastardes carborundorum, focused on Atwood’s rendering, given they adopted
a different approach. Literary translation students employed the equivalent Greek word for the
word ‘bastards’—μπάσταρδα (bastarda)—aiming to preserve the sound of the word and achieve
equivalent effect, and they rendered the phrasal verb ‘grind (somebody) down’ as σε πατάνε
κάτω (se patane kato) which translates back into ‘step on somebody.’ As they explained, they
considered it important to preserve the meaning of ‘down’ (κάτω kato), which would enable
readers to visualize the action, and underscore, at the same time, the disempowerment of women
who were no longer able to stand up for themselves and resist. The audience and the slammers
from the subtitling group contested the decisions taken and invited the literary translation
students to discuss their choice of the neuter gender of the word μπάσταρδος (bastardos) over
the more appropriate, as they noted, masculine one μπάσταρδοι (bastardoi) for women’s
enemies were clearly men. In between the “yes, but…” and the “no, but…” part of the
negotiation there was space for the challenged slammers to defend their choice by explaining
that this phrase was used by Fred (Commander Waterford) when he was a schoolboy and they
wanted to add the element of language used by children (also a neuter word in Greek, in which
there is gender agreement between nouns and adjectives). Thus, they said they would not
change it.
On the other hand, the subtitling group rendered ‘bastards’ as καθάρματα (katharmata)
in Greek, which is also offensive and characterizes a dishonest and unethical person.
Considering that the word is uttered (and thus heard by viewers), they felt the need to tone it
down a bit in its written form and strengthen the meaning of the phrase by using the verb
16
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τσακίζω (tsakizo) to render the phrasal verb ‘grind somebody down.’ The choice of this verb
was hailed by all attendees. In Greek, τσακίζω literally means to break, hit violently, smash
somebody/something and figuratively it means to cause mental pain to somebody, to destroy
somebody’s feeling of determination. Hence, they managed to convey the tone and reproduce
the effect of the original, while using a shorter word and respecting technical conventions. The
literary translation students noted that they would willingly adopt this word as well, as it creates
imagery and could appeal to the senses of readers.
4.2.4 Swear Words. Though there was no intention to mitigate any swear words, 13 the literary
translation group encountered few instances of swearing in the passages they had to translate.
Thus, it was not a problem they had to deal with. On the contrary, the TV series’ original
screenplay included multiple such instances. Although the program was classified as K16, that
is, it was not recommended for viewers under sixteen, subtitlers leant towards toning down
swear words instead of omitting them and they looked for equivalent words in the target
language, appropriate to the context, only when deemed necessary.
Emotionally charged words such as ‘fuck’ and ‘shit’ were frequently present in the
original screenplay, triggering a wide range of emotions from indignation, disgust, and
contempt to surprise, delight, and enthusiasm. Indicative examples can be drawn from casual
discussions among friends, during flashbacks to the protagonists’ former life. Phrases like
“Sorry fucking Uber,” “A fucking moron,” “Shitty cell phone reception,” and “Holy shit” were
respectively translated as “Συγγνώμη άργησε το ταξί” (Sygnomi argise to taxi) ‘I’m sorry, the
taxi was late,’ “Εντελώς ηλίθια” (Entelos ilithia) ‘An absolute moron,’ “άθλια τηλεφωνική
υπηρεσία” (athlia tilefoniki ypiresia) ‘terrible phone reception,’ and “Απίστευτο” (Apistefto)
‘Amazing.’ As the subtitling slammers argued, directly translating these phrases would not
necessarily render the intended meaning. On the other hand, they were assertive in their
decision to retain the intensity of swear words when these clearly impinged on the plot and
character representation, ultimately affecting the message. For instance, the phrase “Fucking
sluts. Get the fuck out of here,” an appalling insult hurled at the female protagonists, was

For the purposes of this paper, we draw on Tony McEnery’s study of swearing and his definition of ‘bad
language’ as “any word or phrase which, when used in what one might call polite conversation, is likely to cause
offence” (2006, 1–2).
13
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rendered as “Τσούλες, τσακιστείτε από εδώ” (Tsoules, tsakisteite apo edo) ‘Sluts, get the hell
out of here.’
Taking into consideration that swear words are content-related and content-restricted
(Jay 1992, 13), the subtitling group examined several factors before deciding on translating
them or not. In the discussion that emerged, they managed to underscore the righteousness of
their choices and persuade the audience to agree with their views. Following Richard A. Spears,
the age, sex, and point of view (1998, ix) of the subtitlers may have also played a role in the
decisions made. A similar view is expressed by Jorge Díaz Cintas and Aline Remael, who
maintain that subtitlers may sometimes “self-censor” swear words based on their personal
views of what is appropriate or not for the target culture and taking into account the channel of
communication (2007, 198). Working on the subtitles of a TV series automatically means
addressing and trying to meet the expectations of a wider and ‘more heterogeneous’ target
audience compared to that of other media (24). Hence, regardless of whether subtitlers and
translators alike consider that a given swear word or expression is important and it should be
rendered in the target culture equivalent, they still need to respect the prevailing norms and
sensibilities of the target culture. Especially when these words and/or expressions will appear
on the TV screen.
5. Discussion
The translation project that led to the slam event and is described in this paper combined
the traditional approach to translator education and the project-based approach. Both courses
(TIS311 Literary Translation and TIS323 Interlingual Audiovisual Translation) actually draw
on these two approaches; they start with an introduction to the fundamentals, a general overview
of literary and audiovisual translation, then have students exposed to the conventions, linguistic
and technical dimensions, and, when deemed appropriate (based on the stage of training), 14
move on to hands-on tasks aimed at developing students’ literary translation/subtitling skills
that enable them to venture beyond their comfort zone(s), to undertake autonomous work and
feel empowered (Kiraly 2005, 2012b; Marco 2016).

Dorothy Kelly maintains that these two major approaches are “complementary, and that the difference between
them is simply a question of level/stage of training, that is of sequencing. In this respect, rather than two opposing
paradigms, they are perhaps better understood as the two extremes of a cline related to student autonomy” (2005,
116).

14
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In the present case study, when students were ready, they were invited to undertake
collaborative work and embark on an authentic project, the translation slam event. The benefits
of collaborative learning and teamwork were highlighted by translators, subtitlers, and
proofreaders alike. Drawing on the concept of synergy, Maria González Davies asserts that
the whole is not only the sum of the parts, i.e., positive team work – in which each
member of the team strives towards attaining the best collective performance – can
contribute to reduce peer pressure, improve communicative and social skills, bridge
linguistic and cultural diversity, and increase group cohesion, thus resulting in more
effective learning. (2004, 13)
Students cherished the interaction with the other literary translators and subtitlers of
their group, they shared concerns, exchanged ideas, and expressed different viewpoints, all
conducted within a pedagogical framework characterized by conviviality, support, and
creativity. They interacted and negotiated in ways that were meaningful to them. They had to
undertake problem-solving initiatives and manage time wisely to respect the submission
deadline set. They used various means of communication to contact each other, ranging from
social media platforms to the Moodle forum. They fulfilled the duties arising from the distinct
but mutually respected roles assigned to them, working on a project that enhanced their
performance, fostered their self-reliance, and allowed them to meet individual and collective
needs, while getting experience of the various stages involved in the literary translation and
subtitling workflow. Both instructors were tactfully present, offering guidance when needed
and acting as mediators and facilitators of learning. Students’ collaboration was remarkably
smooth from beginning to end, and there was no need for the instructors to intervene. 15 All
roles had been precisely allocated early enough, and the responsibilities of each student were
clearly defined. The decision to have students who assumed the role of project manager in each
group proved also beneficial. Mutual trust and respect characterized the relationship among
parties, and all contributed equally to the project. They shared responsibilities and solved
problems together.
The combined approach applied may have proved challenging and more demanding in
terms of workload and time requirement, but it was far more engaging and appealing to
students. Teaching online (due to the pandemic) literary and audiovisual translation theory and
Marco stresses that sometimes “the teacher cannot be a mere facilitator of learning but is forced to make some
radical interventions in the face of obvious mistakes and the need to ensure continuity of collaboration” (2016, 41)
as not all students are “ready to assume an expert role” (39).
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practice in the form of teacher-centered lectures alone could potentially make students lose
interest, lower their motivation, and lead to their disengagement. When students are exposed to
simulated and/or real-life tasks (situated learning), 16 in the present case they were engaged in a
translation slam, they are encouraged to think and act like professionals and reflect on their
work. What is also important is the fact that a large percentage of the intended audience
attending the online translation slam event was informed regarding the particularities of the two
types of translation and the several strategies involved in the process. This further urged
students to use metalanguage when describing their methodology, making specific references
to the theoretical approaches they drew on, and the literary translation and subtitling techniques
they adopted. Also, students put more transferable skills into practice on the day of the
translation slam, as they had to argue and defend their choices in dialogue with one another and
the audience. There were similarities and differences to comment on, which reflected the codes
and conventions of each mode and were the source of interesting discussion that enabled the
emergence of several issues related to literary translation and subtitling. All students were asked
to apply interpersonal skills and through their response to the questions raised and the critique
of their work, they showed that they possessed flexibility, adaptability, and tolerance. They also
called upon empathy when some members had to involuntarily withdraw from the tasks
undertaken due to the pandemic. All these important qualities were further enhanced by
collaborative work.
Translation is the result of teamwork, and the sooner students learn about the various
stages it goes through, from the commission of the work to the submission (publishing of the
book or distribution of the subtitled program), the better equipped they will be for work postgraduation. Through interactive teamwork students internalize knowledge and learn how to
learn. Providing students with the opportunity to work in teams for the purposes of the slam
helped them gain insights into translation project management, workflows, and processes.
Aiming to assist our students in developing self-confidence and, perhaps more importantly,
self-awareness, we also asked them to reflect on the translation/subtitling process and the slam
experience. Quite telling was the fact that students not only referred to the challenges faced,

In the words of Maria González-Davies and Vanessa Enríquez-Raído, ‘situated learning’ is “a context-dependent
approach to translator and interpreter training under which learners are exposed to real-life and/or highly simulated
work environments and tasks, both inside and outside the classroom” (2016, 1). The aim of this approach is to help
students develop critical thinking skills and act like professionals.
16
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sharing the rationale behind their decisions, but also expressed their understanding of the
dynamic nature of languages and cultures and of translation itself. In the words of Don Kiraly,
highly authentic translation situations “allow us to observe the interplay of authenticity,
emerging autonomy and developing competence both within groups and individuals” (2005,
1110). Situated translation projects, like the online translation slam in discussion, can lead to
the development of translator competence (Kiraly 2005, 1110; 2012a, 84). To this end, as
translation scholars and researchers we will continue to work towards designing open
syllabuses of literary and audiovisual translation courses as well as explore the possibilities of
translator/subtitler training in an age characterized by the emphasis placed on professionalism
in the translating industry.
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